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�We characterised water motion inside a domestic dishwasher via Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT).
� Water distributes detergents and provides the mechanical force required to remove soils.
� Five stages identified: movement inside internal equipment and spray arm, ejection, impact, downfall and recirculation.
� Jet paths were observed to follow a straight line.
� Results have been used to validate Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulations.
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Motion of water inside a household dishwasher has been characterised via Positron Emission Particle
Tracking (PEPT). The technique enables the visualisation of the motion of a radioactive tracer in three-
dimensional and opaque systems. Results showed a periodic sequence of the water over time, encom-
passing the following steps: movement inside internal equipment and spray arm, ejection via jets, impact
over walls and crockery, downfall (either over walls, crockery or free falling) and recirculation of the bulk
water from the bottom of the dishwasher. This sequence was shown to occur within a few seconds and
the highest velocities, and therefore, the highest kinetic energies, were found upon ejection. Jet paths
were observed to follow a straight line. Increased pump speeds increased velocity ejection profiles, but
the effect over the downfall step was negligible. In fully loaded dishwasher (with crockery), the tracer
moved slower in these high packing zones, showing low velocity profile areas with higher residence
times. Other stagnant areas were found at the edges of the bulk of water remaining at the bottom of
the dishwasher. Use of detergent did not seem to affect water motion. Finally, data generated via CFD
was compared with equivalent PEPT data, showing good agreement for the spray arm and ejection steps
but disagreement in the free falling step. The divergences in the results can be explained by a combina-
tion of PEPT data processing and CFD model constraints. Information gathered is helping the develop-
ment of more sustainable and efficient dishwashing systems.

� 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
1. Introduction

Electrical household appliances, such as Automatic Dishwash-
ers (ADW), have eased housework tasks. According to a recent
study [1] of consumers in the UK, automatic dishwashing shows
important benefits on time saving and water consumption. The
typical time needed to load and unload the dishes is around 9–
10 min, whilst hand washing the same standardised load [2] could
take up to 60 min. The amount of water used by hand washing is
around 49 L on average and this amount is reduced to 13 L with
a dishwasher. In terms of energy consumption (mostly used for
heating water), this study shows a use of 1.7 kWh on average for
hand washing and 1.3 kWh for automatic dishwashing. A higher
use of this type of household appliances would lead to environ-
mental benefits as a significant proportion of energy and water
consumption worldwide occurs in the domestic sector.
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Despite its common use, cleaning processes occurring inside
Automatic Dishwashers (ADW) are not simple nor well under-
stood. Scientific information related to dishwashers is scarce and
mostly associated to energy consumption and water savings. A
heat recovery design from wastewater was studied by De Paepe
et al. [3] to heat fresh water and enhance energy efficiency. Weiss
et al. [4] analysed the additional potential in energy efficiency that
exists for household appliances, including dishwashers. A different
approach was followed by Asteasu et al. [5] to demonstrate CAD
capabilities on analysing flow pattern problems and geometrical
design. Water jets patterns over a plate were used as a proof of
concept. However, a detailed study of the characteristics of an
ADW is necessary to build the in-depth knowledge and fully
understand the wash process.

Dishwashers are complex systems in which a combination of
chemistry, temperature, water flow and inner properties of soils
are evolving dynamically during a wash cycle. Four areas can be
identified: (1)dishwasher design and operation parameters, (2)dish-
washer load and type, (3)types of food soils and (4)detergent formu-
lation. The key element that links all areas together is water. It is
responsible for the variation in the total cleaning time. Water pro-
duces shear stresses over crockery items by direct impact of the
water jets, transports the chemistry onto the soils, dissolves certain
types of foodstuff and removes low adhesive soils after penetration
of chemistry. Therefore, among different parameters, water
distribution plays a very important role when analysing the
performance of the system.

1.1. Cleaning mechanisms and soil properties

Complex soils mixtures can be found typically in an ADW. Fryer
and Asteriadou [6] proposed a classification for cleaning phenom-
ena based on types of soils and mechanisms of removal. Soils were
classified based on their physical properties, ranging from low vis-
cosity fluids to cohesive solids. Cleaning fluids were classified from
water at ambient to hot chemicals.

For cleaning to occur, cohesive forces that bind the soil together
and adhesive forces that bind the soil with the substrate must be
overcome. If no chemicals are needed and fluid flow is enough,
the mechanism can be known as fluid mechanic removal. If chemical
presence is necessary, a diffusion–reaction removal will happen. A
combination of different dynamics processes can occur at the same
time. These involve mass transfer between the soil-fluid, diffusion
of actives species into the soil and reactions of some chemicals that
change the inner physical properties. The soil structure is firstly
weakened and cleaning eased at the end. Depending on the rate
limiting stage, the removal path will occur in a different way.
Fig. 1. Drainage flow patters after impingement of a jet over a vertical surface. Black d
Legend: R = film jump radius; RW = external circumferential radius; WG = gravity flow fil
1.2. Impinging jets

Rotating jet spray arms are used to distribute water in ADW.
The coverage produced on the surface by the water jets and the
shear stress thus generated are believed to be key factors for the
effectiveness of cleaning [7]. The impact of an impinging jet over
a flat surface makes the liquid move outward radially in a thin film
at high velocity. After some distance ‘R’ (see Fig. 1), the fluid forms
a thicker film as it reaches the film jump. The film jump is defined
as the point where a liquid moving fast gets onto a small velocity
profile area, producing a sudden decrease in its velocity and thus,
an abrupt increase in the liquid height. Then, the liquid drains
downwards and forms a falling film of width ‘W’. The term film
jump is differentiated from the traditional hydraulic jump as the lat-
ter typically refers to the transition region over horizontal surfaces,
where gravity does not affect the fluid flow [8].

Net contributions from gravity, surface effects and the inclina-
tion of the impingements coherent jets create a range of down flow
behaviours [9,10]. Three common types are known as ‘Gravity
flow’, ‘Rivulet flow’ and ‘Dry Patch’ (see Fig. 1). The latter two cases
are undesirable for cleaning purposes:

� Gravity flow: The liquid drains as a thin film with a width ‘WG’.
This width is related to the maximum liquid radius at the
impingement proximities. Gravity contributions dominate over
surface effects.
� Rivulet flow: The liquid film shrinks and forms one or more tails

of width ‘WR’. Surface tension effects are in the range of gravity
contributions.
� Dry Patch: The falling film splits into two. Again surface tension

effects are equally important than gravity contributions.

Within an ADW, impinging jets may impact the different sur-
faces at a wide range of angles. Overall, the same principles are
applied. Also, other water distribution patterns are produced:
splashing of water due to a jet breaking or falling film generated
due to the accumulation of water from top positions. These aspects
are hardly quantifiable, and therefore the scope of this work will be
focus only on jets movement and characterisation.

Different angles of ejection are obtained by varying the design
of the individual nozzles present in a spray arm and by changing
the pump pressure. This produces different ejections paths
depending on the nozzle considered. Also, the spray arm rotation
rate is a consequence of a total torque generated. Generally, the
presence of one or more ‘driving nozzles’ at the bottom of a spray
arm creates a net force due to the reaction force (third Newton’s
law) that is produced on the spray arm once the water is ejected.
ot represents impingement point. (A) Gravity flow. (B) Rivulet flow. (C) Dry patch.
m width; WR = rivulet flow film width.



Table 1
Experimental variables considered.

Variable Condition

Pump speed High
Medium
Low

Presence of load ‘No baskets and No load’
‘With baskets and load’

Detergent use ‘No detergent’
‘With detergent’
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1.3. Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT)

For the analysis of water motion, the University of Birmingham
developed a technique called Positron Emission Particle Tracking
(PEPT), which enables non-invasive 3D spatial detection of a radio-
actively labelled particle (tracer). One of the greatest advantages of
this technique is that can be used for the analysis of flow within
opaque systems containing metals [11].

Throughout the years, the technique has been used successfully
in a wide range of experimental set-ups. Barigou [12] gave a good
overview of the capabilities of PEPT. Bakalis et al. [13] were able to
measure velocity distributions of different viscous fluids within a
pipe. As an example, a field widely studied has been mixing sys-
tems [14]. Extensive research hasbeen done in rotating systems
[15], such as in tumbling mills [16], or for studying the segregation
of different sized particles [17]. Additionally, PEPT has been
recently used to characterise the motion of textiles in a front-load-
ing washing machine [18] showing its capability to characterise
flow in household appliances.

Comparisons between PEPT experiments and CFD simulations
have also been done. Studies on the suspension distribution of
monodisperse particles in water were performed by using both
techniques [19,20]. Results showed good agreement between
CFD and PEPT data. Some discrepancies were found in areas with
important velocity or directional particle changes. PEPT technique
has been also compared to other commonly used visual tech-
niques, such as Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) [21]. Benefits of
PEPT for the analysis of opaque systems were proved and good
agreement was again found between both techniques.

In this work, Positron Emission Particle Tracking is used for the
analysis of water flow in a typical dishwasher. Characterising
water flow in ADWs is critical to create the foundational work
required to link physical and chemical phenomena since water is
the key element driving both. A typical water sequence was deter-
mined and Lagrangian velocities estimated. Eulerian flow-field
studies are performed to determine velocity profiles and residence
time distributions over the inner volume of the ADW. Finally, PEPT
data is compared with CFD data using the same experimental
conditions.

The system shows the peculiarity of not being completely filled
with water as jets are sprayed within the inner volume. Therefore,
this study can also be used as a proof of concept for similar systems
(i.e. sprinklers or pipe cleaning sprayballs).

2. Materials & methods

2.1. Dishwasher set-up

Experiments were carried out in a customised Whirlpool
(DU750) dishwasher with internal loading area dimensions of
Fig. 2. (A) Dishwasher in between PEPT cameras. (B) Dishwasher loa
560 � 500 � 620 mm (Width � Depth � Height). Crockery was dis-
tributed in two baskets situated at different heights and three
spray arms with different designs distributed the water all around
the dishwasher. The software controlling the different washing
cycles was modified to offer different water pump speeds and
the selection of the spray arm ejecting water. Washing time of
the customised cycles could be up to 3 h. Fig. 2 illustrates the
ADW set-up between the two PEPT cameras, the distribution of
crockery and the coordinate system used as a reference. The origin
of it was located at the middle bottom side of the ADW, in line with
the axis of rotation of the spray arms.

Commercially available crockery used was a combination of 12
dinner plates (D = 270 mm), 24 dessert plates (D = 160 mm), 12
teacups (D = 70 mm; H = 60 mm), 12 glasses (D = 65 mm;
H = 120 mm) and 12 bowls (D = 120 mm). These items are used
in standardised AHAM (Association of Home Appliance Manufac-
turers) industry tests. Loading of the dishwasher took place accord-
ing to the method: dinner plates and dessert plates were placed in
the lower basket and small crockery items in the upper basket [22].
5 L of water were added at the beginning of each test with a tem-
perature varying between 18 and 20 �C. The water-heating ele-
ment was disabled, as the purpose of the experiments was not to
analyse the effect of temperature. Variations in water density
and viscosity, which could affect the flow, are negligible in the
range of temperatures used. They were measured and remained
constant through the cycles. A typical concentration of 3.4 g/L of
powder detergent was used to identify the effect of cleaning for-
mulation with flow. The lower spray arm was selected to be the
only one spraying water.

Table 1 shows different conditions available to be analysed.
Combinations of them were studied during the realisation of these
tests.

2.2. PEPT set-up

For every experimental condition, radioactive tracers having
diameters between 250 and 400 lm were used. Tracers were made
using the resin ion-exchange procedure explained by Parker & Fan
[23]. They were coated with blue paint to enhance their visibility
ded with crockery and cartesian coordinates reference system.



Table 2
Stokes values.

High pump
speed

Medium pump
speed

Low pump
speed

Spray arm 1.1 0.88 0.63
Ejection 39.1 26.1 13.0
Down flow over walls/

plates
10.3 10.3 10.3

Fig. 3. Smooth data example. Blue dots – original Raw data; red dots – new
smoothed data; blue-green dots – interval example (n = 9); green dot – interval
central point (P0); black dot – new central point (Pnew); dotted green line – second
order polynomial fitting for interval considered. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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and to prevent the spread of activity in the aqueous environment.
A single tracer was introduced at the beginning of every experi-
ment in the bulk of water that remains at the bottom of the dish-
washer. Data was collected for 30 min on average. The radioisotope
used (18F) has a half-life of 109 min. However, tracers still pre-
sented an acceptable radioactivity 4 h after their production.

The ability of the tracer to follow the fluid flow is characterised
by the Stokes number (St = sp/sf), where sp (sp = qsdp

2/18lf) is the
particle response time and sf (sf = dc/Uo) is the fluid response time
to an external disturbance. For St < 1, the particle is considered to
follow closely the fluid streamlines while if St > 1, particle’s inertia
forces will start to influence particle’s movement [24].

For these calculations, the worst cases were considered for
every experimental setup: highest particle diameter (dp = 400 lm)
and highest velocities found (Uo). Tracers densities (qs) were
�1100 kg/m3 and water viscosity (lf) was �0.001 Pa s. To calculate
the characteristic dimension of the spray arm, a rectangular duct
was assumed (dc = 2LW/(L + W)) with L = 0.01 m and W = 0.035 m.
The characteristic dimension in the ejection step was assumed to
be the most common nozzle diameter (0.002 m) in the design of
the lower spray arm. For the down flow over the walls or plates,
the characteristic dimension was interpreted as the thickness
given when a homogeneous distribution of the amount of ejected
fluid (not at the bottom or in the internal pipes) is covering all
those surfaces (estimated thickness = 0.0009 m). Table 2 summa-
rises maximum Stokes numbers calculated for every condition.

Results show low values for the spray arm flow, which agrees
with the isokinetic assumption. For the ejection part and downfall
stages, higher values than 1 are found. A deviation of the particle’s
behaviour from the fluid flow is therefore expected. The higher
density from the tracer might make the particle to show higher
resistance in the ejection path and to travel within the lowest lay-
ers (slower) of the fluid film during the downfall. However, the
ejection step is very rapid in time, as it will be seen in Section
3.1, and the deviation due to the inertia forces of the particle are
assumed negligible.

The field of view of PEPT cameras is about 300 � 600 mm
(Depth � Height). Taking into account that at the edges the quality
of the data can be highly compromised [11], only the flow between
the lower and medium spray arm was analysed.

2.3. Data analysis

2.3.1. Pre-processing
Raw data obtained with PEPT consists of two dimensional loca-

tions corresponding to the position of gamma-ray detections in
each of the cameras. A previously developed algorithm [11] was
used to transform this initial raw data into three dimensional tra-
cer locations.

Another algorithm was then developed to process the obtained
positions. The steps taken were as follows:

I. An initial step removed all data with a spatial location error
higher than 3 mm. Remaining data was hereinafter filtered
out if its spatial location error was higher than the average
spatial error value plus two times the standard deviation
of the data not filtered initially.
II. Data was further smoothed following the procedure below:
a. Initially, moving average intervals of 5–25 points were

created with respect a central point (P0).
b. These intervals were then fitted using 1st, 2nd and 3rd

order polynomial equations (based on least squares
method) and a new central point obtained (Pnew).

c. Then, for every specific combination of intervals sizes
and fitting orders a matrix was created with new cen-
tral points (Pnew) for each original location. Distances
between consecutive points were calculated and asso-
ciated to every combination. The one that showed the
smallest standard deviation was the combination
selected at the end of the process and its new central
points replaced the original data.

d. As a restriction criterion, data was only smoothed if the
3D spatial distance within the moving average interval
was less than 30 mm and/or if time difference for con-
secutive points was less than 0.1 s.

Fig. 3 shows an example of the smoothing process for a small
amount of data. It can be seen how a new central point (black
dot) is created for the case of an interval of 9 points (blue-green
dots) and the use of a 2nd order polynomial equation (green
dash-line). The new central points (red dots) for that combination
are shown as well. Data not modified due to the application of the
restriction criteria can be also seen (coincidence of blue and red
dots).

III. It was expected to get fast moving tracers at the water jets.
Due to the constant data acquisition time of PEPT cameras,
the number of data points was lower at that stage. To solve
a similar problem (systems with a wide range of velocities),
Chiti et al. [25] applied a selective linear interpolation
method. The authors achieved a more homogeneous spatial
distribution of data points and increased the quality of the
results. With that in mind, the application of this interpola-
tion algorithm was used for spatial distances of consecutive
locations between 5 and 20 mm. These values were chosen
to be half and double the cell size (10 mm) for further Eule-
rian analysis. If spatial distances were smaller than the low
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limit, no need for generating new points was required as
data spatial distribution was good enough. When instead,
spatial distances were bigger than the high limit, important
errors could be introduced as a linear trajectory was consid-
ered for the interpolation.

2.3.2. Lagrangian velocities
Lagrangian velocities were estimated according to Mac Namara

et al. [18]. A ‘best fit’ second order polynomial line was generated
for every data point as a function of time. Then, the gradient of it
was used as the Lagrangian velocity of the tracer. These values
were optimised by taking different intervals of size ‘n’, where ‘n’
is the number of points used, and minimising the least squares
error in the velocity calculation.

Depending on the situation, ‘n’ value can be high or low. If the
tracer were moving in a straight line, a high value of ‘n’ would give
a more accurate velocity. Whereas, if there was a sudden change in
the trajectory, as for example in the spray arm ejection area (noz-
zles), less points would be required to follow accurately this
change. Illustrations can be found in the paper cited above.

2.3.3. Eulerian analysis
Eulerian velocity data was represented graphically in a user-

defined 2D cell grid, which divided the loading area into cells of
equal size (10 mm). Lagrangian velocities were time-weighted
averaged throughout each cell providing time independent Euleri-
an velocity values.

Considering the rotation of the spray arm, data was represented
using a cylindrical coordinate system. Angular projection was dis-
regarded, as the ejection pattern is not modified at different angu-
lar positions. This allowed a simpler way to look at the data and a
2D grid representation of it as a function of the tracer distance
from the rotation axe (middle of the spray arm) and its height.
Fig. 4 illustrates this transformation process.

Residence time plots represent the average time the tracer stays
in every cell. These values were calculated as the tracer cumulative
residence time divided by the number of passes.

2.4. Computational Fluid Dynamics

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) data was generated by
appliance manufacturer. For this study an unsteady state Eulerian
multiphase model with VOF (volume of fluid) was considered. A
Dynamic Fluid Body Interaction (DFBI) module was used to simu-
late the motion of the spray arm in response to the pressure and
shear forces that the fluid exerted. The rotational motion around
the vertical axis was made free, while motion over other axes
Fig. 4. Schematic of e
was constrained. The moment of inertia was defined for the spray
arm and the values were calculated in Pro-E software. The mass
flow condition was applied at the inlet of the spray arm. A volume
mesh was generated with polyhedral and prism layers, giving a
total number of elements of 5 million. The time step size was kept
constant at 10�4 s. The simulation was run in star-CCM+ with par-
allel processing on a cluster with 96 processors for 48 h. Post-pro-
cessing was also done in star-CCM+.

The current simulation was carried out only for the lower spray
arm with an empty (no dish-load, racks & silverware basket) dish-
washer. Firstly, the flow field was developed through VOF multi-
phase simulation for two rotations of the spray arm. Then, a
Lagrangian multiphase particle tracking was performed by using
water particles (with all their physical properties considered). Par-
ticle diameters were decided based on water flow rate. Particles
were sent through the inlet of the spray arm and tracked through
each nozzle. The same coordinates system was created in Star-
CCM+ as for PEPT experimental setup. Cartesian coordinates (x, y
& z) of path traced as well as the velocity component associated
to every location were recorded for each particle. A total number
of 106 particles were sent through the inlet of the spray arm. A
comparison between PEPT and CFD data is done in Section 3.4.
3. Results & discussion

Lagrangian and Eulerian velocities represented in this study
have been non-dimensionalised with respect to the maximum
velocity observed among all the experiments done. They represent
the net vector velocity value.

3.1. Motion of the tracer particle

Fig. 5 shows a typical tracer path. The rapid increase in ‘z’ direc-
tion indicates an ejection from the lower spray arm and the
decrease the downfall. The tracer was ejected every few seconds
and appeared to follow a straight line (see further Section 3.2).
Sometimes, parts of the particle paths were missing (i.e.
time = 25 s), as particle locations could not be accurately detected.
Above 0.6 Zmax, the tracer was outside the field of view of PEPT
cameras and locations were not collected either. Most of the time
the tracer was located at negative ‘z’ values, which corresponds to
the bulk of water remaining at the bottom of the dishwasher.

Fig. 6 describes different steps of a typical ejection. Regardless
of the presence of load (crockery and cutlery), the same pattern
was observed: namely (1)movement inside the pump and spray
arm, (2)ejection, (3)impact on the wall or crockery, (4)downfall
(either over crockery, walls or free falling) and (5)back to the bulk
jection patterns.



Fig. 5. Time series of a typical tracer path during an interval of 40 s in a wash cycle.

Fig. 6. Typical water sequence inside an ADW. 1 – ‘No load’; 2 – ‘With load’; (A) 3D plot scattered over time; (B) time sequence scattered over velocity.
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of water. The time scale of the process was typically less than 3 s
and the highest velocity values were found upon ejection.

The ‘downfall over plate’ stage (see Fig. 6B.2) happened within
tenths of a second. The residence time is of importance in terms of
the mechanism of transfer of surfactant/enzymes over the soils. As
the amount of water present is not constant, cleaning phenomena
are likely to differ from situations where soils are submerged con-
stantly in cleaning solutions.

3.2. Characterisation of jets

Particle paths shown in Fig. 7 illustrate that once water was
ejected the tracer moved in a straight line, with no effect on its tra-
jectory from the rotation of the spray arm. This suggests that the
rotational inertia given can be disregarded with respect to the ver-
tical and radial components (considering a cylindrical coordinates
system). Therefore, specific locations were targeted from specific
ejection points. For a given time, jets trajectories can be considered
as fixed vectors. A complete and constant coverage of areas with
direct impingement of jets was also impossible due to this fact. Jets
impact a specific location with a frequency related to the rotation
rate of the spray arm.

Fig. 8 shows the fitting of a line in 3D space over multiple par-
ticle locations corresponding to an ejection. The analysis was done
before the ‘smoothing’ and ‘interpolation’ steps (see Section 2.3.1),
so any artificial change in the data that can cause interactions in
the linearity was avoided. Linear fitting was done by estimating
the line with the lowest error of approximation. This error was cal-
culated as the sum of all orthogonal distances from the different
tracer locations to the line (represented in Fig. 8A by the red lines)



Fig. 7. Typical water jet path. (A) Front view. (B) Side view. (C) Upper view.

Fig. 8. (A) 3D fitting of tracer locations in an ejection stage. (B) Histogram of R-square values for the fitting of all ejection paths obtained. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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and dividing this value by the number of locations considered.
Therefore, an average distance error per tracer location was esti-
mated for a single ejection analysed. Fig. 8B shows a distribution
of the averaged distance error calculated for all the ejections seen.
Most of the error values were found to be lower than 2 mm, with
the highest concentration seen at values around 1 mm. These error
distances fell within the inner tracer error per location as com-
mented in Section 2.3.1. The low error values obtained agree with
assumption of linearity in the water path once it is ejected.

In Fig. 9, a photo obtained through a high-speed camera shows
the path that a single jet follows inside an ADW. Photos were taken
through a Perspex� window replacing one of the sides of a com-
mercially available dishwasher. The linearity in the jet trajectory
was again observed.
3.3. Eulerian analysis

As spray arms in ADW rotate around a fixed axis, cylindrical
coordinates were used in the following analysis. A symmetry prob-
lem is spotted as loading of crockery occurs along a rectangular
symmetry while the distribution of water is produced in a cylindri-
cal-rotational way.
Fig. 9. High-speed camera capture from the inside of an ADW.
3.3.1. Velocity profiles
Fig. 10 illustrates velocity contours for different experimental

conditions. Data was grouped as a function of the different steps
of the sequential process explained in Section 3.1. As for a fixed cell
location, up-flow and down-flow movement might co-exist, plots
were divided in two rows to avoid any distortion in data analysis.
Contours from tracer locations corresponding to the motion in the
spray arm, injection and upward movement are shown in the first
row. Contours from tracer down-flow movement and stay in the
bulk of the water at the bottom are shown in the second row.
Velocity values are given in absolute terms for an easier compari-
son. In the first row, tracer movement was ascending (ejection
step) and followed the positive direction of the height axe. In the
second row, the tracer movement was the opposite and followed
the negative direction of the height axis. Velocity colour map scale



Fig. 10. Eulerian velocity distributions plots for 5 different experimental set-ups. Impact effect in up-flow movement has not being considered.
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Fig. 11. Eulerian velocity plot for downfall stage. Experimental conditions: High
pump speed, with load & with detergent.
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was set to be the same for all plots shown, being the upper limit
the highest velocity found over all experimental conditions.

In the first row, spray arm area is shown at heights below 0.05
Zmax. Above this height, velocity contours represent the tracer ejec-
tion movement. The impact of a water jet on surfaces was hard to
characterise through these experiments, as the number of points
collected for this phenomenon was quite small. For those experi-
ments with ‘no load’, impact areas were found in dishwasher walls,
that is, at high radial distances. However, with presence of load,
impacts could happen anywhere, producing high distortions on
data results (combination of high velocity values for ejections
and low velocity values for impact). As a consequence, impact data
was removed to preserve quality in the analysis. A small gap in
coverage at around 0.35 Rmax (radial position) was observed in
Fig. 10A & B (first row). The specific design of the spray arm was
responsible of this. The consequence was that water arriving at
those areas did not come directly from a jet but from water being
splashed or during the subsequent downfall step.
Fig. 12. Residence time contour for down-flow movement. Experimental set-up:
Low pump speed, with load & with detergent.
Pump speed effect over the ejection velocity can be seen in
Fig. 10A, B & C (first row). Tracers velocities increased for higher
pump speeds as expected. Contours can be considered homoge-
neous over the whole ejection area (above 0.05 Zmax) and are not
a function of the radial distance. A velocity transition was observed
at the vicinity of the ejection points (heights between 0.05 Zmax and
0.1 Zmax). This effect will be analysed further in detail in Section
3.4.

In the second row, water downfall over the wall was found at
high radial distances. From the Stokes number analysis, the tracer
particle could be considered in this stage as a small soil substance
and conclusions still be made. Low velocity values, corresponding
to a dark blue colour, were seen. At lower radial values, two behav-
iours can be identified depending on the presence of load or not. In
Fig. 10A & B (second row), and for cases where crockery was not
present, tracer downfall inevitably followed a free falling move-
ment driven by gravity from the roof of the dishwasher (pale blue
to green colour). The same pattern was obtained independently of
the pump speed, suggesting that the effect of the pump energy
input is negligible over the downfall stages.

When crockery was present, tracer downfall velocities were
reduced significantly, matching those velocities found at the walls
for ‘no load’ conditions. Therefore, a system ‘with load’ can be seen
as a succession of small walls grouped together. In Fig. 11, the
velocity colour map scale was adapted for a typical experiment
‘with load’. The upper limit in the scale was re-set to the highest
velocity found in that contour plot to allow for a better distinction
between areas in the downfall step. The lowest velocity values
were found at a low height, corresponding to the bottom of the
plates situated in the lower basket. Low velocity values were also
found at the edge of PEPT cameras (�0.6 Zmax), where the top bas-
ket was located. From top positions, the tracer fell down and
increased its velocity (from 0.6 Zmax to 0.3 Zmax). As it went down
the likelihood to impact a plate increased. Once the impact hap-
pened, a reduction in velocity occurred (0.05 Zmax–0.3 Zmax). A
sharp transition in velocity can be seen at heights around 0.3 Zmax.
In this lower area, the tracer downfall velocity does not seem to
change significantly. The high homogeneity found suggests that
the distribution of shear stresses (mechanical energy input) over
the crockery was low. Tracers were washed down at a very low
speed even though they were gravity-aided. High velocity profile
areas occurring before the film jump might had been very localised
and spaced in time, thus they did not influence averaged results.
Other factors affecting the low tracers’ velocities could be the inner
curvature of plates at their edges, which made the slope smaller;
flow resistance forces from tracers; or the higher packing factor
at low heights due to the presence of both dinner plates
(D = 270 mm) and dessert plates (D = 160 mm), which made less
water to reach those areas.

Finally, the use of detergent did not seem to affect significantly
flow inside a dishwasher. Comparing Fig. 10C & E, one would not
observe any significant difference on the range of velocity values.
Less data was obtained for case E due to a lower radioactivity of
the tracers used.

3.3.2. Residence times
Residence time plots indicate the average absolute time the tra-

cer spent in every cell location. These plots aid to highlight those
‘dead zones’ of the system in which the fluid flow is low in compar-
ison to the average of the system. This time will be a function of the
tracer velocity but not the number of tracer passes.

Fig. 12 shows a contour plot of residence time for a typical dish-
washer set-up, with load and detergent, and for the down-flow
stage. Regions with higher residence times were found again on
walls and crockery areas. The tracer seemed to stay longer at the
lower heights of walls (i.e. Z < 0.1 Zmax) and at the edges of the bulk



Fig. 13. Eulerian velocity plots for CFD & PEPT data. (A) CFD data. (B) PEPT data. Experimental conditions: Medium pump speed, ‘no load’ and ‘no detergent’.

Fig. 14. Comparison between PEPT & CFD data for spray arm locations. (A) velocity histograms. (B) particle paths. (C) statistical t-test analysis. Red colour – PEPT data; blue
colour – CFD data; red and blue dotted lines in figure A represent average velocity values for PEPT and CFD data respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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of water that remained at the bottom of the dishwasher (i.e.
R � Rmax). These zones had very low velocity and were stagnant
areas. At heights between 0.05 and 0.2 Zmax, corresponding to high
packing ratio areas, high residence times were observed as well.
These regions might potentially enhance chemical processes as
the contact between soils and chemicals is produced for longer.
They also combined low mechanical input from the appliance.

3.4. CFD and PEPT data comparison

3.4.1. Eulerian comparison
Fig. 13 shows Eulerian velocity contours for (A) CFD and (B)

PEPT data. Experimental and simulated conditions were: medium
pump speed, ‘no load’ and ‘no detergent’. The same division
between up-flow and down-flow was also carried out. In the first
row, which contains the spray arm and ejection steps, a similar dis-
tribution of water was observed. PEPT data is noisier than CFD, as a
consequence of the variability and perturbations occurring in real-
life experiments. The gap in water distribution seen in PEPT data at
around 0.35 Rmax of radial distance was also observed for CFD data.
Also, CFD plot shows another distribution gap at around 0.5 Rmax.
Slight velocity differences were also observed in the vicinity of
spray arm ejections (around 0.05 Zmax). While CFD data showed a
sudden change in velocity as the water exits the spray arm, the
velocity profile estimated using PEPT data was not so abrupt. This
phenomenon will be discussed in more detail when analysing indi-
vidual particle paths (see Section 3.4.2).

In the second row of Fig. 13, velocity contours representing the
down-flow stage are shown. In CFD simulations (A) it was not pos-
sible to distinguish the flow down the sidewalls. An analogy for



Fig. 15. Comparison between PEPT & CFD data for up-flow locations. (A) Velocity histograms. (B) particle paths. (C) Statistical t-test analysis. Red colour – PEPT data; blue
colour – CFD data; red and blue dotted lines in figure A represent average velocity values for PEPT and CFD data respectively. Black dotted line in figure B represents gravity
deceleration expected. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 16. Comparison between PEPT & CFD data for down-flow locations. (A) Velocity histograms. (B) Particle paths. (C) Statistical t-test analysis. Red colour – PEPT data; Blue
colour – CFD data; Red and blue dotted lines in figure A represent average velocity values for PEPT and CFD data respectively. Black dotted line in figure B represents gravity
deceleration expected. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 3
Dimensionless velocity mean and standard deviations values for PEPT and CFD data.

Step/type of data PEPT CFD

Mean (Vmean/Vmax) STD (Vmean/Vmax) Mean STD

Spray arm 0.11 0.03 0.10 0.03
Ejection 0.55 0.23 0.52 0.16
Downfall 0.36 0.15 0.24 0.07
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this flow would be raindrops falling down a window: wide range of
velocities depending on the amount of water falling. At low radial
distances, free falling movement was captured by CFD. Although a
homogeneous range of velocity was obtained over most of the area,
higher velocity values were found for PEPT data.

3.4.2. Particle paths comparison
Fig. 14 shows a velocity comparison for spray arm particle paths

locations. Red colour represents PEPT data, while CFD data is
shown in blue colour. In column A, all tracer velocities associated
to every location were represented in a histogram. The figure
shows good initial agreement in terms of velocity distributions.
Mean values, represented by both dotted lines, show a slight
higher average velocity for PEPT data. In column B, individual par-
ticle locations and its associated velocity can be seen. As radial dis-
tance increased, PEPT tracer velocity tended to increase as well.
CFD data was more uniform, in agreement with a typical Hagen-
Poisseuille velocity profile [26]. As a consequence, less overlap
between PEPT and CFD data occurred. This slight increase in PEPT
tracer velocity suggests that the sudden acceleration effect pro-
duced at the nozzle exits might had affected as well the velocity
of the tracer as it passes close to those areas. In column C, a statis-
tical t-test comparison is shown. The bell-shaped curve represents
all variability within CFD values. For data not to have a statistical
significant difference, the red line, representing the average PEPT
data, should be contained within the curve. This statistical differ-
ence is explained by the lack of lower PEPT velocity values at high
radial distances. It is in agreement with the data shown in both col-
umns A and B.

In Fig. 15, a similar comparison for particle velocities in the up-
flow stage can be seen. In column A, velocity distributions obtained
during the ejection step were in good agreement, with a slight
higher average velocity for PEPT data. In column B, particle veloc-
ities as a function of height position are shown. The highest veloc-
ity values for PEPT data were found at higher axial distances than
for CFD data. This is a consequence of the fitting routine applied to
calculate Lagrangian velocities and commented in Section 2.3.2.
Moving intervals of ‘n’ data points were always taken to find the
‘best fit’ line for a central tracer location. Whenever there was an
abrupt change in the tracer velocity or in its direction, as it
occurred at the nozzle exits of the spray arm, a delay in the velocity
change was introduced. The routine always took low velocity loca-
tions from the inside of the spray arm to estimate velocities near
the outlet of the nozzles, even though ‘n’ was small. As a conse-
quence, velocity values were calculated by using low and high
velocity tracer locations. Therefore, a lag distance is introduced.
The delay in the response from the tracer particle highlighted with
the Stokes number is a factor as well of the deviation found in this
area. Tracer responded later to an external disturbance when com-
pared to water particles.

The abrupt velocity change seen for CFD data at the water jet
exits was due to the application of Bernoulli’s Equation (1) in the
computer model. As the height difference from the inside of the
nozzle to the outside was negligible, the change in velocity given
was a function of the pressure difference. Changing the diameter
of the nozzles can also change the ejection velocity. The bigger



Fig. 17. Radial distance travelled by the tracers vs. time in spray arm until ejection.
(A) High pump speed, no detergent; (B) medium pump speed, no detergent; (C) low
pump speed, no detergent; (D) low pump speed, detergent.

Table 4
Dimensionless mean velocity comparison inside the spray arm between the two
methods. Standard deviation values are shown in brackets. method A – averaged
velocity from all Lagrangian data points for each experimental set-up; method B –
velocity estimated by dividing the distance travelled by a tracer in the spray arm
before ejected and the time taken.

Experiment/
type of data

High pump
speed

Medium
pump speed

Low pump
speed

Low pump
speed

No detergent With
detergent

Method A 0.120 (0.048) 0.084 (0.584) 0.051 (0.025) 0.054 (0.024)
Method B 0.120 0.085 0.055 0.051
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the outlet area, the slower the ejection velocity to maintain a con-
stant flow rate:
V2

2g
þ P

qg
þ z ¼ constant ð1Þ

Outliers from PEPT data can also be seen. These are represented
by those locations outside the main cloud of points and are respon-
sible of the variability of PEPT data. They appeared when the tracer
travelled at high velocities and PEPT cameras could not collect
enough data points or when the radioactivity of the tracer was
not high enough. Processing routines were not able to correct
entirely the presence of these points. Limitations in the field of
view of PEPT cameras were also observed. No locations were col-
lected at height positions above 0.6 Zmax.

Gravity deceleration is represented by the black dotted line. It
can be seen that for both types of data, the deceleration was higher
than the expected by only gravity action. Air resistances for water
simulated particles and tracer movement on the ejection may
explain the deceleration observed.

In column C, a statistical t-test to compare both data sets is
shown. The bell-shaped curve represents the variability within
CFD data. A significant difference was obtained as the red line, rep-
resenting the average PEPT velocity value, was found at the right
side of the curve. The difference was produced by the lack of PEPT
data above 0.6 Zmax. Lower velocities expected above this height
were not found and this increased PEPT tracer velocity average
value.
Finally, in Fig. 16, the comparison was done for the down-flow
stage. Only free fall data was used to compare this stage. A signif-
icant difference was observed in the histogram shown in column A.
Although the distribution shape was similar, there was a clear dis-
placement from CFD data to PEPT data. PEPT data shows higher
downfall velocities than those predicted by CFD. In column B, rep-
resenting particle locations and its associated velocities, PEPT
cloud of points was found at higher velocities than CFD cloud. No
PEPT data was again observed at heights above 0.6 Zmax. At height
positions lower than 0.1 Zmax, the velocity of PEPT tracer decreased
as it reached the bottom part of the dishwasher. A smooth velocity
transition was again observed, which relates to the constraints of
the processing routine used. As the tracer reached the bulk of the
water at the bottom, its velocity should have decreased sharply.
Gravity acceleration is shown as the black dotted line. The line
indicates that an initial velocity from the roof of the dishwasher
is necessary to match PEPT data. This suggests some energy carry-
over of the tracer after the impact on the top. No clear reason was
found to explain this phenomenon. Inner elasticity of the tracer
might have produced a bouncing off effect at the roof of the dish-
washer. Also, Stokes number showed a high value for tracer parti-
cles. This would explain a different behaviour between simulated
water particles and PEPT tracers when impacting the roof. In col-
umn C, the statistical t-test comparison shows a significant differ-
ence between CFD and PEPT data as expected.

In Table 3, absolute mean values and standard deviations were
calculated for every distribution shown before. Results matched
well for the spray arm and ejection steps and differences were
found in the downfall part.
3.5. Alternative analysis: velocity characterisation in the spray arm

In Fig. 17, the time the tracers spent inside the spray arm is
shown as a function of the radial position from which they were
ejected. Data from four different experimental set-ups was repre-
sented: (A) high pump speed, no detergent; (B) medium pump
speed, no detergent; (C) low pump speed, no detergent; (D) low
pump speed, detergent. Each data point shown represents a single
pass of the tracer through the spray arm. A linear trend was
obtained for each of the experimental conditions. By calculating
the slopes, the average velocity of the tracer inside the spray arm
was calculated. Table 4 shows a comparison between the averaged
velocity estimated using all Lagrangian data available for each case
(method A) and the velocity values calculated through this alterna-
tive method (method B).

The different pump speeds had a noticeable effect. As pump
head increased, the slopes of the trend lines, and therefore, their
average velocity values increased as well. The effect of detergent
on flow is proved again negligible. Both lines obtained at same
pump speed (A & D) did not show variance in the slope given
and they overlapped well.
4. Conclusions

Water motion inside a household ADW has been described via
PEPT. Data processing has introduced newly developed algorithm
to enhance data quality by including smoothing and interpolation
routines.

Analysis of the data has shown how a typical water sequence
can be divided into the following stages: movement inside pumps
and spray arms, ejection, impact, downfall (over walls, crockery or
free falling) and residence in the bulk water remaining at the
bottom.

Jets paths have been determined to follow a straight line for a
fixed position and time, so their study can be discretised and ana-
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lysed as a vector problem. A specific dishwasher location is
impacted at a frequency rate related to the rotational speed of
the spray arms.

The Eulerian velocity analysis has shown that the highest veloc-
ities over the whole sequence are found on the ejection stage.
Energy provided by the pump is the main factor affecting velocities
in the spray arm and ejection stages, although its influence was
shown to be negligible during the downfall process. At this latter
stage, the main difference in flow was found in those areas with
high packing density of crockery, where there was little space for
the tracer to move. The low velocity profiles seen suggest a low
shear distribution over most of the crockery loaded as tracers were
washed down very slowly. The homogeneous low velocity profile
found in crockery areas also suggested a small coverage from the
high velocity water films (before film jump) generated after the
impact of jets over different crockery surfaces.

Residence time analysis has highlighted lower wall areas and
edges of the bottom bulk of water as those areas where tracers
stayed for longer times, and therefore, that can be considered as
stagnant zones. Some high residence values have been also found
in crockery areas with high packing density. This could benefit
chemistry availability and interaction with soils in those zones.

A comparison between PEPT and CFD data has been also done
for a case with an empty dishwasher (no load or basket in the inner
volume). Good agreement has been achieved for spray arm and
ejection steps. However, differences have appeared in the downfall
free falling profile. A hypothesis is that the PEPT tracer bounces off
at the roof of the dishwasher creating a higher velocity profile than
predicted by CFD.

Finally, alternative analyses have shown a negligible effect of
detergent in water flow.

Results and conclusions made through this work are being used
to develop a mathematical model that describes the effect of differ-
ent design parameters (dishwasher dimensions, spray arm design
or crockery distribution) on the spray of water in different dish-
washer areas, impact frequencies on different items and direct
impingement coverage.
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